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Main message

- Top (bottom) rich channels are the most likely 
places for new physics to show up. 

- It is definitely worth while to exhaust every 
possibilities.

- I will remind you the main motivations and give a 
(very partial and sketchy) list of possibilities. 

Highlights a few new developments. 
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Measuring the top

- Rare decay, spin correlation, 
W helicity...  
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Top is special
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Top is special

- mtop ≫ mu,d,c,s,b .

∼
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Tight connection with EWSB.

- SM is chiral. Fermions only get mass after 
Electroweak symmetry breaking. 

- (very) Heavy top → top couples strongly to the 
mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. 

e.g. large Yukawa coupling yt htLtR to the Higgs
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Top knows more about the Higgs 
sector. 

- Is there an extended Higgs sector? (likely!)

t → H+ b

For heavier H+ ,  H+  → t b
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ttbar resonances. 

- Special dynamics (new force) → heavy top.
New dynamics will create new resonances. 

Such new resonances couples strongly to the tops. 

- Perhaps there is new strong dynamics responsible 
to EWSB. 

Heavy top → strongly couples to EWSB → 
strongly couples to new dynamics.
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ttbar resonances. 

- Special dynamics (new force) → heavy top.
New dynamics will create new resonances. 

Such new resonances couples strongly to the tops. 

- Perhaps there is new strong dynamics responsible 
to EWSB. 

Heavy top → strongly couples to EWSB → 
strongly couples to new dynamics.

- Models in this category.

- Techicolor, deconstruction, composite Higgs, little Higgs, ....

- extra-dimension, Randall-Sundrum... 
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ttbar resonances. 

- Special dynamics (new force) → heavy top.
New dynamics will create new resonances. 

Such new resonances couples strongly to the tops. 

- Perhaps there is new strong dynamics responsible 
to EWSB. 

Heavy top → strongly couples to EWSB → 
strongly couples to new dynamics.

- Models in this category.

- Techicolor, deconstruction, composite Higgs, little Higgs, ....

- extra-dimension, Randall-Sundrum... a.k.a, anything other than SUSY.
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Search for ttbar resonance.

- Generic resonance could also be spin-0, or 
spin-2.

- Can be broad. Need careful modeling. 
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Figure 4: Expected (dashed line) and observed (solid line) upper limits on σ× BR(Z′ → tt̄) (a) and
σ× BR(gKK → tt̄) (b) The green and yellow bands show the range in which the limit is expected to
lie in 68% and 95% of experiments, respectively, and the red lines correspond to the predicted cross-
section times branching ratio in the leptophobic topcolour and RS models. The bands around the signal
cross-section curves represent the effect of the PDF uncertainty on the prediction.

12 Summary and conclusions

A search for top quark pair (tt̄) resonances in the lepton plus jets final state has been performed with the
ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The search uses a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 2.05 fb−1, and was recorded at a proton-proton centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. No evidence for a
resonance is found. Using the reconstructed tt̄ mass spectrum, limits are set on the production cross-
section times branching ratio to tt̄ for narrow Z′ models. Observed limits range from 9.3 pb at m =
500 GeV to 0.95 pb at m = 1300 GeV, excluding a leptophobic topcolour Z′ boson with 500 GeV < mZ′ <
860 GeV at 95% C.L. In Randall-Sundrum models, Kaluza-Klein gluons with masses between 500 and
1025 GeV are excluded at 95% C.L.
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Figure 3: Expected and observed limits from CLs for σ(pp → Z′) × BR(Z′ → tt) for L =
4.7 fb−1 as a function of Z′ mass using Z′ models [15] with Γ/m′

Z = 1%, i.e. for Z′ samples
fulfilling the narrow-width approximation, including all considered systematic uncertainties.
The light grey band indicates the ±1σ band of the expected limits, and the dark grey band the
±2σ band of expected limits. The plots are shown in normal scale (left) and in logarithmic scale
on the y axis (right).
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Figure 4: Expected and observed limits from CLs for σ(pp → Z′) × BR(Z′ → tt) for
L = 4.7 fb−1 as a function of Z′ mass using Z′ models [15] with Γ/m′

Z = 10%, including
all considered systematic uncertainties. The light grey band indicates the ±1σ band of the ex-
pected limits, and the dark grey band the ±2σ band of expected limits. The plots are shown in
normal scale (left) and in logarithmic scale on the y axis (right).
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Boosted top is also hard to identify.

• Heavy resonance decay.

No isolated objects

X

t̄

t

Challenges at the LHC

1. SM tt̄ has long tail in mtt̄.

2. Wider resonances, Γ ∼ 0.2M . PDF distorts the shape of resonances.

3. EWPT typically constrains the composites to be quite heavy ≥ 3TeV∗.

−→ Very energetic tops

Reconstruction of tops based on isolated objects is likely to fail.

ν, d̄, ...

e+
, u, ...

b

W+

t

boost

∗K. Agashe, A. Delgado, M. May, R. Sundrum, hep-ph/0308036

B. Lillie, L. Randall, and LTW, hep-ph/0701166  
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boosted top taggers

- Jet substructure. 

- “Grooming techniques”

Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 34

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 14. Mis-tag vs. efficiency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig 6.5 tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each efficiency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% efficiency point in Figure (b).

http://atlas.physics.arizona.edu/~loch, and is also provided with SpartyJet as

the RadialSmearingTool tool. You can use it in a SpartyJet analysis via:

builder = SJ.JetBuilder()

builder.add_jetTool_input(SJ.RadialSmearingTool())

<add analyses and run...>

Comparing Figures 14–16 with 17 we can see that including realistic detector

resolution generally degrades the best achievable performance and changes how

algorithms compare to each other. Compared to other taggers, N-subjettiness does

worse. For each MC sample the spread between taggers is still small, with the ATLAS

1201.0008

Talks by Miller, Rappoccio and Krohn
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- Expectation: resonance mass ∼ TeVs.
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Boosted ttbar

• Examined Z’ with 1% 

width, 10% width (not 

shown), and KK gluon

• Extensive exclusions 

everywhere

• Combination with other 

ttbar analyses is 

ongoing!
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W’→ tb

- Almost as generic as the X → ttbar channel. 
New physics typically comes in with non-trivial 
SU(2) representation. 
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Top partner
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Top partner

- Heavy top → largest coupling to the Higgs. 
Biggest contribution to its mass. 

- This is the essential piece of the so-called 
naturalness or hierarchy problem.

- Any natural theory must introduce top partner. 
Most anticipated new physics particle.

Motivation:

• Naturalness:

δm2
h = −

3

8π2
y2
t Λ

2

Within the SM, largest quadratically divergent correction to
Higgs mass.

Naturalness −→ “top partner”, Mtop−partner ∼ Λ ∼ TeV

Signature of top partner often involve top quarks!
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Top partners.

- Introducing top partners.
stop in SUSY, T’ in little Higgs, etc.

top like states in extra-dim models. 

- Another “standard” feature: a discrete parity (Z2)
Good for precision test, flavor, CP.

R-parity, KK parity, T parity... 

Dark matter candidate, lightest stable neutral NP 
state.
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Top partner production at 8 TeV
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Production rate at 8 TeV

100 events at 20 fb-1

pp→t’t’

PYTHIA parton level
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Signal of top partner (without parity).

- Pair production of t’ followed by

- t’→ Wb, “heavy top”
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Signal of top partner (without parity).

- What about the tZ and th0 channels?

- Expected to be there. 
t’→Wb:tZ:th0 ≈ 2:1:1 (Goldstone equivalence 
theorem)

top-like or b-rich signal. 

Perelstein, Peskin, Pierce, 0310039 
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Signal of top partner, with Z2 parity.

-

!"##$%&'()$*+,#("-(."/(/,'.+&'0(

• 1$.2"3.(,%%$.$"+,#()455&.'46()$+*#4(/'"%37&%0(

• 1$.2(&8.',()455&.'49(/,$'(/'"%37&%0

– :&3.',#(/,'.$7#&(&)7,/&)(%&.&7.$"+0

;<=><?>>@ A$,+BC,"(1,+* @
Top partner can have spin 0, 1/2,  1

Difficult due to: limited rate, similar to SM ttbar
Many recent studies. Talk by Reece
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A promising scenario.

t̃, b̃
ũ, d̃, ...

g̃

Ñ

Heavy squarks 

Light gaugino

> TeV(s)

100s GeV 
-- TeV
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Why considering heavy scalars?
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Why considering heavy scalars?

- On general round, scalar tends to be heavier.
From Kahler potential, hard to suppress its 
couplings to SUSY breaking. 

R-symmetry tends to protect gaugino mass terms.   
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Why considering heavy scalars?

- On general round, scalar tends to be heavier.
From Kahler potential, hard to suppress its 
couplings to SUSY breaking. 

R-symmetry tends to protect gaugino mass terms.   

- Examples: F-term SUSY breaking. 
With R-symmetry broken. But gauginos are 
sequestered (geometry, etc.) at tree level.

Gaugino mass from AMSB. 
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Zprime-ino mediation.

- Gaugino mediation through an extra U(1)’

Langacker, Paz, LTW, Yavin, 0710.1632, 
Verlinde, LTW, Wijnholt, Yavin, 0711.3214

2

A. Features of the Spectrum

We parameterize the hidden sector supersymmetry
breaking by a spurion field X = M + θ2F . At the scale
ΛS , supersymmetry breaking is assumed to generate a
mass MZ̃′ ∼ g2

z′(F/M)/16π2 for the fermionic compo-
nent of the Z̃ ′ vector superfield.

We assume that all the chiral superfields in the visible
sector are charged under U(1)′, so all the corresponding
scalars receive soft mass terms at 1-loop,

m2
f̃i

∼
g2

z′Q2
fi

16π2
M2

Z̃′
log

(

ΛS

MZ̃′

)

∼ (100 TeV)2 (1)

where gz′ is the U(1)′ gauge coupling and Qfi
is the U(1)′

charge of fi, which we take to be of order unity.
The SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gaugino masses can

only be generated at 2-loop level since they do not di-
rectly couple to the U(1)′ gaugino,

Ma ∼ (2)

∼
g2

z′g2
a

(16π2)2
MZ̃′ log

(

ΛS

MZ̃′

)

∼ 102 − 103 GeV

where ga is the gauge coupling for the gaugino λ̃a. It is
straightforward to verify that this is indeed the leading
U(1)′ contribution to the gaugino mass. In particular, ki-
netic mixing induced by loops of visible sector fields does
not contribute significantly due to chiral symmetries.

The gravitino mass m3/2 ∼ F/MP depends strongly on
the scale of supersymmetry breaking. Requiring MSSM
gaugino masses ≥ 100 GeV and assuming

√
F , M and ΛS

to be of the same order of magnitude, we find
√

F ∼ 107−
1011 GeV. This is very different from gauge mediated
supersymmetry breaking, where the lower scale (∼ 10 −
1000 TeV ) typically implies a gravitino much lighter than
the other superpartners. Here, the scale is constrained
logarithmically by the requirement of radiative symmetry
breaking. Therefore, the gravitino mass is exponentially
sensitive to the choice of model parameters.

We also expect contributions to gaugino masses
through gravity mediation of the order F/MP , which
could be of the same order as Eq. 2. However, its contri-
bution to scalar masses ∼ F 2/M2

P is negligible compared
with the Z ′-mediation. Therefore, we expect the hierar-
chy between scalar and gaugino masses to be generic.

B. Symmetry breaking and fine-tuning

The U(1)′ gauge symmetry must be broken by the sin-
glet’s VEV 〈S〉. We assume this is triggered by radia-
tive corrections to the soft mass m2

S , especially through
Yukawa couplings to exotics. Therefore, successful ra-
diative breaking of U(1)′ usually requires that those cou-
plings are not small. 〈S〉 is parametrically only an order

of magnitude smaller than MZ̃′ . It is therefore reason-
able to first determine 〈S〉 ignoring the Higgs doublets,
and then to consider the Higgs potential for the doublets
regarding 〈S〉 as fixed.

To generate the electroweak scale ΛEW we must fine-
tune one linear combination of the two Higgs doublets
to be much lighter than its natural scale. The full mass
matrix for the two Higgs doublets is,

M2
H =





m2
2 −AH〈S〉

−AH〈S〉 m2
1





m2
2 = m2

Hu
+ g2

z′QSQ2〈S〉2 + λ2〈S〉2

m2
1 = m2

Hd
+ g2

z′QSQ1〈S〉2 + λ2〈S〉2. (3)

Generically, one can tune various elements in M2
H to ob-

tain one small eigenvalue ∼ Λ2
EW. The up-type Higgs

mass term can be driven small or negative due to the
large top Yukawa coupling. One typically finds solu-
tions by tuning |m2

2| ( m2
1 ∼ g2

z′M2
Z̃′

/16π2. The tri-

linear term is smaller, AH ∼ λg2
z′MZ̃′/16π2 ∼ λ × 10

TeV, so integrating out Hd will not shift the smaller
eigenvalue significantly. tanβ is well approximated by
tanβ = m2

1/AH〈S〉 ∼ 10 − 100. There is a single Stan-
dard Model-like Higgs scalar, with mass in the range
140 GeV. The remaining Higgs particles are at a scale
of order ∼ 100 TeV. The Higgs mass is somewhat heav-
ier than the typical prediction of the MSSM, due to the
U(1)′ D term and the running of the effective quartic
coupling from MZ̃′ down to the electroweak scale.

It is possible to tune with all the parameters, such
as gz′ and λ, of the same order. In addition, there
is an interesting limit when gz′ ( λ. Generically,
we expect 〈S〉 ∼ MZ̃′/4π. The singlino mass is ∼
g2

z′Q2
S〈S〉2/MZ̃′ ∼ g2

z′MZ̃′/16π2 ( MZ̃′ . Moreover,
since |m2

Hu
| ∝ g2

z′M2
Z̃′

/16π2, to fine-tune m2
2 ∼ Λ2

EW
we expect the parameters to be chosen so that the sin-
glet’s VEV is even smaller 〈S〉 ∼ (gz′/λ)MZ̃′/4π. There-
fore, it is possible to have the singlino be very light
mS̃ ∼

(

10−3 − 10−5
)

MZ̃′ . In certain cases, the Z ′ gauge-
boson, MZ′ ∼ gz′QS〈S〉, could even be light enough to
be produced at the LHC.

III. MODEL PARAMETERS AND
LOW-ENERGY SPECTRUM

The free parameters are gz′ , λ, the exotic Yukawa cou-
plings, the U(1)′ charges, MZ̃′ , and the supersymmetry
breaking scale ΛS. The charges are chosen to cancel all
the anomalies. A minimal choice, which also leads to a
light wino (M2 < M1,3), involves the introduction of 3
families of colored exotics (D) and two uncolored SU(2)-
singlet families (E). Normalizing the down-type Higgs
charge to unity, Q1 = 1, we are left with two independent
parameters, which we choose to be the up-type Higgs and
the left-handed quark charges, Q2 and QQ respectively.
Several additional constraints need to be satisfied by the
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Heavy scalar benefits.
- Better consistency with constraints: 

flavor, CP: ∝1/(16π2 m2squark)

 Higgs mass (125? ) in MSSM:                                       
≈ mZ2 + 3/(2π2) |yt mt |2 log[(mstop)/mt]

- Fine with EWSB.
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FIG. 2: Two-loop renormalization group running ofmHu
for 3

models for the cases M0 = (10, 30, 50) TeV. Only in the last
step are the tadpole corrections shown, which appear as a
vertical drop at QEWSB =

√
mt̃1

mt̃2
. The numerical value of

m̄Hu
is essentially unchanged if the scale where the breaking is

calculated is lowered as is theoretically expected. The values
of µ are µ = (500 GeV, 1.0 TeV, 1.8 TeV). This can be seen
for example for the M0 = 30 TeV in figure 3 using Eq. (8).

Now recall the two familiar EWSB conditions

µ2 = −M2
Z/2 +

m̄2
Hd

− m̄2
Hu

tan2 β

tan2 β − 1
(6)

Bµ =
1

2
sin 2β(m̄2

Hu
+ m̄2

Hd
+ 2µ2) , (7)

where m̄2
Hu

includes the tadpole corrections to m2
Hu

. At
the electroweak scale we can rewrite these with the ap-
proximations m2

Hd
, B2 " m2

Hu
, and not too small tanβ.

Then sin 2β ≈ 2/ tanβ, and 2Bµ ≈ sin 2βm̄2
Hd

. In the
above, mHd

is essentially M3/2 and the soft-breaking
parameter B0 runs to B ≈ 1.7M3/2 as summarized in
Appendix A. Combining these gives tanβ ≈ m̄2

Hd
/Bµ.

Using this in the first EWSB condition gives a quadratic
equation for µ2, with an approximate solution (after some
algebra),

M2
Z/2 + µ2 ≈

m̄2
Hd

B2 − m̄2
Hd

m̄2
Hu

. (8)

where the coefficient relating µ2 to m̄2
Hu

is ∼ O(1/2).
This equation, Eq.(8), coupled with the cancellation in

Eqs.(2,3,5) can be taken as our basic result, and shows
that with inputs having all the soft-breaking parameters
of order 30 TeV one finds the conditions for EWSB are
always satisfied for reasonable ranges of the parameters,
and the values of µ can be at (or below) the TeV scale
consistent with EWSB and the measured value of MZ .
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FIG. 3: A large parameter space sweep using the full numer-
ical analysis discussed in the text for M0 = 30 TeV, with
µ ∈ (0.9, 2) TeV showing a robust region where m̄Hu

, the
loop corrected value at the EWSB scale, is reduced signifi-
cantly relative to M0 = 30 TeV, with the greatest suppression
occurring for trilinear of about the same magnitude.

In our numerical analysis we employ the 2-loop renor-
malization group equations (RGEs) for the soft super-
symmetry breaking masses and couplings [19] with ra-
diative corrections to the gauge and Yukawa couplings
as computed in [20]. Radiative electroweak symmetry
breaking is carried out with SOFTSUSY [16]. In the
Higgs sector, we include all the 2-loop corrections [17, 18].
Explicitly we find Eq. (8) is a consistent representation
of µ for

M3/2 = M0 = 30 TeV with µ ∈ (0.9, 2) TeV (9)

For M3/2 = M0 = 10 TeV we find µ as low 300 GeV,
though about (500-600) GeV appears more ‘natural’ as
a lower limit from our scan of the parameter space. In
the numerical analysis we increase the maximum trials
in obtaining the solution of the RGEs relative to the de-
fault number in SOFTSUSY. This is described in more
detail in Ref. [16]. Our analysis is focused on the cases
M0 ∼ A0 ∈ (10− 30) TeV. We do not perform an exten-
sive study of solutions with M3/2 ! 50 TeV because the
programs may not be reliable there; we do not know if
the mechanism works at larger M3/2.
Fig.(2) shows that mHu

for appropriate A0,M0, and
how it runs down to values of order M3/2/10 from the
RGE effects alone, where in the last step the Coleman-
Weinberg corrections to the potential bring M3/2 down
by additional factors. It is the very fact that string mod-
els tell us B0 & M3/2, A0 & M3/2,M0 & M3/2 with tanβ
generically " 10 or so, that leads to this solution. If one
put the trilinear coupling to zero, this solution to a very

Feldman, Kane, Kuflik,  Lu,  1105.3765
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Figure 7.4: RG evolution of scalar and gaugino mass parameters in the MSSM with typical minimal
supergravity-inspired boundary conditions imposed at Q0 = 2.5× 1016 GeV. The parameter µ2 + m2

Hu

runs negative, provoking electroweak symmetry breaking.

Figure 7.4 shows the RG running of scalar and gaugino masses in a typical model based on the
minimal supergravity boundary conditions imposed at Q0 = 2.5 × 1016 GeV. [The parameter values
used for this illustration were m0 = 80 GeV, m1/2 = 250 GeV, A0 = −500 GeV, tanβ = 10, and
sign(µ)= +.] The running gaugino masses are solid lines labeled by M1, M2, and M3. The dot-dashed
lines labeled Hu and Hd are the running values of the quantities (µ2 + m2

Hu
)1/2 and (µ2 + m2

Hd
)1/2,

which appear in the Higgs potential. The other lines are the running squark and slepton masses,
with dashed lines for the square roots of the third family parameters m2

d3
, m2

Q3
, m2

u3
, m2

L3
, and m2

e3

(from top to bottom), and solid lines for the first and second family sfermions. Note that µ2 + m2
Hu

runs negative because of the effects of the large top Yukawa coupling as discussed above, providing for
electroweak symmetry breaking. At the electroweak scale, the values of the Lagrangian soft parameters
can be used to extract the physical masses, cross-sections, and decay widths of the particles, and other
observables such as dark matter abundances and rare process rates. There are a variety of publicly
available programs that do these tasks, including radiative corrections; see for example [186]-[195],[177].

Figure 7.5 shows deliberately qualitative sketches of sample MSSM mass spectrum obtained from
three different types of models assumptions. The first is the output from a minimal supergravity-
inspired model with relatively low m2

0 compared to m2
1/2 (in fact the same model parameters as used

for fig. 7.4). This model features a near-decoupling limit for the Higgs sector, and a bino-like Ñ1

LSP, nearly degenerate wino-like Ñ2, C̃1, and higgsino-like Ñ3, Ñ4, C̃2. The gluino is the heaviest
superpartner. The squarks are all much heavier than the sleptons, and the lightest sfermion is a stau.
Variations in the model parameters have important and predictable effects. For example, taking larger
m2

0 in minimal supergravity models will tend to squeeze together the spectrum of squarks and sleptons
and move them all higher compared to the neutralinos, charginos and gluino. Taking larger values of
tanβ with other model parameters held fixed will usually tend to lower b̃1 and τ̃1 masses compared to
those of the other sparticles.

The second sample sketch in fig. 7.5 is obtained from a typical minimal GMSB model, with boundary
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Figure 7.4: RG evolution of scalar and gaugino mass parameters in the MSSM with typical minimal
supergravity-inspired boundary conditions imposed at Q0 = 2.5× 1016 GeV. The parameter µ2 + m2
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runs negative, provoking electroweak symmetry breaking.

Figure 7.4 shows the RG running of scalar and gaugino masses in a typical model based on the
minimal supergravity boundary conditions imposed at Q0 = 2.5 × 1016 GeV. [The parameter values
used for this illustration were m0 = 80 GeV, m1/2 = 250 GeV, A0 = −500 GeV, tanβ = 10, and
sign(µ)= +.] The running gaugino masses are solid lines labeled by M1, M2, and M3. The dot-dashed
lines labeled Hu and Hd are the running values of the quantities (µ2 + m2

Hu
)1/2 and (µ2 + m2

Hd
)1/2,

which appear in the Higgs potential. The other lines are the running squark and slepton masses,
with dashed lines for the square roots of the third family parameters m2
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, and m2

e3

(from top to bottom), and solid lines for the first and second family sfermions. Note that µ2 + m2
Hu

runs negative because of the effects of the large top Yukawa coupling as discussed above, providing for
electroweak symmetry breaking. At the electroweak scale, the values of the Lagrangian soft parameters
can be used to extract the physical masses, cross-sections, and decay widths of the particles, and other
observables such as dark matter abundances and rare process rates. There are a variety of publicly
available programs that do these tasks, including radiative corrections; see for example [186]-[195],[177].

Figure 7.5 shows deliberately qualitative sketches of sample MSSM mass spectrum obtained from
three different types of models assumptions. The first is the output from a minimal supergravity-
inspired model with relatively low m2

0 compared to m2
1/2 (in fact the same model parameters as used

for fig. 7.4). This model features a near-decoupling limit for the Higgs sector, and a bino-like Ñ1

LSP, nearly degenerate wino-like Ñ2, C̃1, and higgsino-like Ñ3, Ñ4, C̃2. The gluino is the heaviest
superpartner. The squarks are all much heavier than the sleptons, and the lightest sfermion is a stau.
Variations in the model parameters have important and predictable effects. For example, taking larger
m2

0 in minimal supergravity models will tend to squeeze together the spectrum of squarks and sleptons
and move them all higher compared to the neutralinos, charginos and gluino. Taking larger values of
tanβ with other model parameters held fixed will usually tend to lower b̃1 and τ̃1 masses compared to
those of the other sparticles.

The second sample sketch in fig. 7.5 is obtained from a typical minimal GMSB model, with boundary
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Recent Models (partial list)

- Langacker, Paz, LTW, Yavin, 0710.1632

- Verlinde, LTW, Wijnholt, Yavin, 0711.3214

- Acharya, Bobkov, Kane, Kumar, 0801.0478 

- Nakamura, Okumura, Yamaguchi, 0803.3725

- Everett, Kim, Ouyang, Zurek, 0806.2330

- Hackman, Vafa, 0809.3452

- Sundrum, 0909.5430

- Barbieri, Bertuzzo, Farina, Lodone, Rappadopulo, 
1004.2256
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A promising, and complicated, scenario.

• Multiple b, multiple lepton final state. 

• Good early discovery potential. 

• Challenging to interpret: top reconstruction difficult.

t̃, b̃
ũ, d̃, ...

g̃

Ñ

The Dominant channel

g̃

t, b

t̄, b̄

Ñ

t̃∗, b̃∗

Kane, Kuflik, Lu and LTW, 1101.1963
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A promising, and complicated, scenario.

• Multiple b, multiple lepton final state. 

• Good early discovery potential. 

• Challenging to interpret: top reconstruction difficult.

t̃, b̃
ũ, d̃, ...

g̃

Ñ

The Dominant channel

g̃

t, b

t̄, b̄

Ñ

t̃∗, b̃∗

Quite a few recent searches 
Signal similar to [gluino→on-shell stop], talk by Reece

Kane, Kuflik, Lu and LTW, 1101.1963
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Another multi-top signal: top compositeness
5
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FIG. 3: The rate for tttt at the LHC as a function of mass M for several values of the coupling g = 2π, 1, 0.1
(from top to bottom), for both the case where the ρ is a color octet (solid lines) or a singlet (dashed lines). Also
shown for reference is the SM 4 top production rate.

IV. FOUR TOPS AT THE LHC

At the LHC, the energy is sufficient to explore top compositeness more directly. Clearly, Eq. (1) will
lead to an enhancement of the rate for pp → tttt provided there is sufficient parton luminosity at high
enough energies from processes such as pp→ tt

∗ followed by t
∗ → ttt through an insertion of Eq. (1). In

fact, the LHC can explore energies sufficiently above the lower limit of compositeness that one could hope
to directly observe effects beyond the operator level. Provided there are sufficiently narrow resonances
with masses ∼ Λ, we can search for them at the LHC.

Thus, we construct an effective theory consisting of the Standard Model plus a heavy (mass M) vector
boson (either octet or singlet), coupled to tR with strength g,

− 1
4

(Dµρν −Dνρµ)2 +
1
2
M2ρµρµ + gρµtγµPRt (9)

where Dµ is a covariant derivative, containing coupling to gluons for the octet ρ or not for the singlet ρ.
For simplicity, we neglect any coupling to light quarks (in the case where there are substantial couplings

g

g
c4t, c4q

t

t

t̄

t̄

Figure 7: Contribution of the four-top interaction to the process pp→ tt̄tt̄.
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Figure 8: Cross-section for pp → tt̄tt̄ as a function of c4t arising from the operator O4t (4t), SM diagrams (SM)
and both (ALL).

Due to Eq. (51), we expect the tt̄ pair coming from the four-top interaction to have a larger

invariant mass and transverse momenta than those coming from gluons. Hence, by taking pT (t1) >

pT (t2) (and the same for the anti-tops), we can identify the top t1 as the scattered top and the

top t2 as the spectator top. We also expect the t1t̄1 pair to have large invariant mass m and to

be produced at large angles and then to have a small pseudorapidity η. These observables can be

useful to discriminate the four-top signal versus backgrounds.

In Fig. 9 we plot the four-top normalized differential cross-section arising from the four-top

contact interaction, and compare this with that of the SM. We show the normalized differential

cross-section versus the invariant mass of the scattered top pair m(t1, t̄1), the transverse momentum

of t1, pT (t1), and its pseudorapidity η(t1); being normalized distributions, they do not depend on

19

Lillie, Shu,  Tait, 0712.3057

Pomarol, Serra, 0806.3247 
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Top partner related. 
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- Top quark tends to couple more with the new 
physics (by mixing with top partner for example). 

Shifts its properties. 
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Top partner related. 

- Top quark tends to couple more with the new 
physics (by mixing with top partner for example). 

Shifts its properties. 

- Come with bottom partner. b’→b(t)+X

- Exotic top decay, e.g., t → Zq. 

- Top couplings to W, deviation from V-A. 

- 3rd generation related FCNC. Vtb...

- 4th generation (motivated by the first 3). 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012



 Top can give us surprises.

It is the least tested sector
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For example: Top AFB

- Motivated by potential experimental evidence.

- Many studies and models. 

MASS-DEPENDENT DIFFERENTIAL AFB 

!! Determine AFB as a function of Mtt with finer binning 

!! Again well-described by linear ansatz 

!! Determine best-fit slope for data and prediction 

!! !2/d.o.f. = 0.3 
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Two classes of Models.

- S-channel. Large 
couplings. “work”s. 

- G: 1-2 TeV or 400 GeV.

- ttbar resonance search.

- t-channel. Large couplings. 
“work”s. Flavor “structure”.

- O(102)s GeV mediator.

- tqq resonances.
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At the LHC.

- AFB measurement less direct, but possible. 

- However, 
All models are designed to give large AFB and 
barely consistent with other  Tevatron ttbar data.

Surprising if nature works this way. 

 At the LHC, with the large increase of Ecm, can 
not stay hidden anymore. 

Current LHC data should already give strong 
constraints. 
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Various tests of models
  New resonance searches (Kim, Gresham, Zurek (2011); Hewett, 

Shelton et al (2011))

  Same sign top pair production: t-channel Z’ model (Berger et. al. 
(2011))

  Excesses in ttbar and single t production (Aguilar-Saavedra, Perez-
Victoria (2011); Gedalia et al (2011); Degrande et al (2011))

  Top polarization: measure chiral structure (D. Krohn, Tao Liu, J. 
Shelton, LTW (2011); Godbole et. al.; Choudhury et. al. (2010); V. 
Barger et. al (2011))

  Non-SM spin-correlation of top pair: distinguish s- and t-channel 
models (D. Krohn, Tao Liu, J. Shelton, LTW (2011))

Will be covered later in the workshop: talk by Zupan
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Top polarization as a probe of NP.

- New physics typically gives different top 
polarizations.

e.g. some AFB model prefers right-handed 
couplings.

- Direct measurement of polarization after 
accurate reconstruction.

Powerful, probably need larger statistics.
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(semi)Lepton asymmetry

- Nice performance 
on GR and W’ .

- CM frame asym. 
better, but lab 
frame asym. 
already useful.

- GL, GA models are 
more difficult. But 
can improve with 
full data set.

D. Krohn, Tao Liu, J. Shelton, LTW (2011)
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Conclusions. 

- Top rich final states are well motivated in search 
for BSM NP.

I would argue it is the place to look for NP.

- In this talk 
Top - Higgs connection

ttbar resonances. 

Top partner.

ttbar AFB.

- More possibilities. Can have surprises. 
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extras
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Benchmark models

- Reference models.

- Our simulation
Madgraph + Pythia + PGS.

Tao Liu (UC@Santa Barbara)          Top Forward-Backward Asymmetry at the Tevatron and the LHC

14

Reference Models

!  Reference models: (1) axial axigluon model GA, (2) left- and right-chiral 

axigluon models GL, GR, and (3) a flavor-off-diagonal W ′(Gresham, Kim, 

Zurek (2011))

!  Tools: MadGraph + Pythia + FastJet

Wednesday, September 28, 2011
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Using leptons

- Charge leptons 
“follows” the 
direction of top. 
Probes AFB.

- (left) right-
polarizated top 
leads to 
(anti)boosted 
leptons. Probes 
chiral coupling.

red: RH,  blue: LH, black: SM
3

Semileptonic Dileptonic
sel. cuts mtt̄ > 450 GeV sel. cuts mtt̄ > 450 GeV

SM 4 % (3 %) 7 % (5 %) 4 % (6.5 %) 6 % (10 %)
GA 5 % 7 % 5 % 7 %
GL 2 % -1 % 1 % -1 %
GR 8 % 12 % 8 % 12 %
W ′ 15 % 22 % 14 % 21 %

TABLE I. Net polarization Ph in the helicity basis at the
Tevatron. We note that in the SM, at tree-level, these asym-
metries are all zero. In parentheses are 1σ statistical errors
uncertainties on an asymmetry measurement centered about
the predicted SM value assuming 5.3fb−1 (semileptonic) or
5.1fb−1 (dileptonic). Note that the effects of the differing
semileptonic and dileptonic selection cuts are small.

The lepton polarization angle cos θ! has the nice fea-
ture that it is completely uncorrelated with the kinemat-
ics of the parent tops as it is measured in the top rest
frame. However, reconstructing this frame is non-trivial
and can be difficult. It is possible to define other vari-
ables which use the same underlying information, but
may prove more flexible. One especially interesting vari-
able is the leptonic charge asymmetry [3, 15]

A!
FB =

N(q!y! > 0)−N(q!y! < 0)

N(q!y! > 0) +N(q!y! < 0)
(3)

in semileptonic events. The charged lepton rapidity (in
either the lab or the CM frame) depends on the velocity
βt and CM frame production angle cos θt of the semilep-
tonic top as well as on cos θ!, but is independent of the
lepton energy in the top rest frame (as the lepton is effec-
tively massless, and so the energy only changes the mag-
nitude of its four-vector). Thus the lepton asymmetry of
Eq. (3) is an alternate measure of the lepton polarization:
it contains additional information about the top produc-
tion mechanism, beyond the information in the top AFB.
We illustrate the relationship between top and lepton ra-
pidities in Fig. 1. For dileptonic tops, one can define the
dileptonic charge asymmetry,

A∆!
FB =

N((y!+ − y!−) > 0)−N((y!+ − y!−) < 0)

N((y!+ − y!−) > 0) +N((y!+ − y!−) < 0)
(4)

which is frame-independent. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
the dependence of lepton rapidity on parent top polar-
ization is enhanced in the forward regions. Therefore
a new source of right-handed tops which preferentially
populates high rapidity regions will lead to a significant
enhancement of forward leptons. As central lepton accep-
tance at the Tevatron extends only to |η| < 1.1, this can
lead to marked acceptance differences between BSM and
SM tops, as well as differences between the BSM models
themselves. In particular, acceptances need to be under-
stood separately for t-channel right-handed models and
s-channel axially-coupled models (see also [10]).

While the correlation between the lepton asymme-
tries A!

FB , A∆!
FB and the top forward-backward asym-

metry At
FB is less direct than a direct measurement of

3

Semileptonic Dileptonic
sel. cuts high mass sel. cuts high mass

SM 4 % (3 %) 7 % (5 %) 4 % (6.5 %) 6 % (10 %)
GA 5 % 7 % 5 % 7 %
GL 2 % -1 % 1 % -1 %
GR 8 % 12 % 8 % 12 %
W ′ 15 % 22 % 14 % 21 %

TABLE I: Net polarization Ph in the helicity basis at
the Tevatron. In parentheses are 1σ statistical errors
uncertainties on an asymmetry measurement centered

about the predicted SM value assuming 5.3fb−1

(semileptonic) or 5.1fb−1 (dileptonic). Note that the
effects of the differing semileptonic and dileptonic

selection cuts are small.

may prove more flexible. One especially interesting vari-
able is the leptonic charge asymmetry [3, 14]

A!
FB =

N(q!y! > 0)−N(q!y! < 0)

N(q!y! > 0) +N(q!y! < 0)
(3)

in semileptonic events. The charged lepton rapidity (in
either the lab or the CM frame) depends on the velocity
βt and CM frame production angle cos θt of the semilep-
tonic top as well as on cos θ!, but is independent of the
lepton energy in the top rest frame. Thus the lepton
asymmetry of Eq. (3) is an alternate measure of the
lepton polarization: it contains additional information
about the top production mechanism, beyond the infor-
mation in the top AFB. We illustrate the relationship be-
tween top and lepton rapidities in Fig. 1. For dileptonic
tops, one can define the dileptonic charge asymmetry,

A∆!
FB =

N((y!+ − y!−) > 0)−N((y!+ − y!−) < 0)

N((y!+ − y!−) > 0) +N((y!+ − y!−) < 0)
(4)

which is frame-independent. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
the dependence of lepton rapidity on parent top polar-
ization is enhanced in the forward regions. Therefore
a new source of right-handed tops which preferentially
populates high rapidity regions will lead to a significant
enhancement of forward leptons. As central lepton accep-
tance at the Tevatron extends only to |η| < 1.1, this can
lead to marked acceptance differences between BSM and
SM tops, as well as differences between the BSM models
themselves. In particular, acceptances need to be under-
stood separately for t-channel right-handed models and
s-channel axially-coupled models (see also [10]).

While the correlation between the lepton asymme-
tries A!

FB , A∆!
FB and the top forward-backward asym-

metry At
FB is less direct than a direct measurement of

the top polarization through the top rest frame variable
of Eq. (2), the lepton asymmetry does not require re-
construction of rest frames and can therefore provide a
cleaner probe of the system. Moreover, as the lepton
is not colored, a measurement of the lepton asymmetry
allows for easier comparison to predictions from NLO

(a) βt = 0.5, cos θt = 0.4 (b) βt = 0.5, cos θt = 0.9

(c) βt = 0.9, cos θt = 0.4 (d) βt = 0.9, cos θt = 0.9

FIG. 1: Distributions of the rapidity difference ytop − y!
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CM frame production angle cos θt.

QCD4. In the absence of any polarization, a given top
asymmetry At

FB will produce a mildly reduced A!
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Left-handed tops, however, will yield a much reduced
A!

FB , while for right-handed tops the leptonic asymmetry
is comparable to or greater than the parent top asymme-
try. If the tops are sufficiently forward that finite lepton
acceptance becomes relevant (as we will see for the W ′

model) then this conclusion will not hold.
In the following subsections we consider semileptonic

and dileptonic tops at the Tevatron in more detail, focus-
ing on lepton charge asymmetries. All results are simu-
lated using the full 2 → 6 matrix elements of tt̄ produc-
tion as computed in Madgraph [17].

A. Semileptonic Tops

For semileptonic tops, we impose selection cuts after
[2], requiring: a charged lepton with |η| < 1.0 and pT ! >
20 GeV; at least four jets with pTj > 40 GeV and |η| <
2.0; and missing energy E/T > 20 GeV. Further, at least
one jet must be b-tagged, which means the tagged jet
must be central, |ηb| < 1.0. After these cuts, non-top
background is less than O(20%) of remaining events; we
neglect it here. In what follows we will present results
with statistical errors derived from the published number
of events measured at CDF.
In Table II, we compare the leptonic charge asymme-

try to the parent top asymmetry in our reference models.
The contribution to the asymmetries from LO SM tt̄ is

4 Thanks to K. Melnikov for emphasizing this point.
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(di)leptonic asymmetry

- Useful and complementary to the semileptonic 
mode, especially with the full data set.

3

Semileptonic Dileptonic
sel. cuts mtt̄ > 450 GeV sel. cuts mtt̄ > 450 GeV

SM 4 % (3 %) 7 % (5 %) 4 % (6.5 %) 6 % (10 %)
GA 5 % 7 % 5 % 7 %
GL 2 % -1 % 1 % -1 %
GR 8 % 12 % 8 % 12 %
W ′ 15 % 22 % 14 % 21 %

TABLE I. Net polarization Ph in the helicity basis at the
Tevatron. We note that in the SM, at tree-level, these asym-
metries are all zero. In parentheses are 1σ statistical errors
uncertainties on an asymmetry measurement centered about
the predicted SM value assuming 5.3fb−1 (semileptonic) or
5.1fb−1 (dileptonic). Note that the effects of the differing
semileptonic and dileptonic selection cuts are small.

The lepton polarization angle cos θ! has the nice fea-
ture that it is completely uncorrelated with the kinemat-
ics of the parent tops as it is measured in the top rest
frame. However, reconstructing this frame is non-trivial
and can be difficult. It is possible to define other vari-
ables which use the same underlying information, but
may prove more flexible. One especially interesting vari-
able is the leptonic charge asymmetry [3, 15]

A!
FB =

N(q!y! > 0)−N(q!y! < 0)

N(q!y! > 0) +N(q!y! < 0)
(3)

in semileptonic events. The charged lepton rapidity (in
either the lab or the CM frame) depends on the velocity
βt and CM frame production angle cos θt of the semilep-
tonic top as well as on cos θ!, but is independent of the
lepton energy in the top rest frame (as the lepton is effec-
tively massless, and so the energy only changes the mag-
nitude of its four-vector). Thus the lepton asymmetry of
Eq. (3) is an alternate measure of the lepton polarization:
it contains additional information about the top produc-
tion mechanism, beyond the information in the top AFB.
We illustrate the relationship between top and lepton ra-
pidities in Fig. 1. For dileptonic tops, one can define the
dileptonic charge asymmetry,

A∆!
FB =

N((y!+ − y!−) > 0)−N((y!+ − y!−) < 0)

N((y!+ − y!−) > 0) +N((y!+ − y!−) < 0)
(4)

which is frame-independent. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
the dependence of lepton rapidity on parent top polar-
ization is enhanced in the forward regions. Therefore
a new source of right-handed tops which preferentially
populates high rapidity regions will lead to a significant
enhancement of forward leptons. As central lepton accep-
tance at the Tevatron extends only to |η| < 1.1, this can
lead to marked acceptance differences between BSM and
SM tops, as well as differences between the BSM models
themselves. In particular, acceptances need to be under-
stood separately for t-channel right-handed models and
s-channel axially-coupled models (see also [10]).

While the correlation between the lepton asymme-
tries A!

FB , A∆!
FB and the top forward-backward asym-

metry At
FB is less direct than a direct measurement of
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(4)

which is frame-independent. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
the dependence of lepton rapidity on parent top polar-
ization is enhanced in the forward regions. Therefore
a new source of right-handed tops which preferentially
populates high rapidity regions will lead to a significant
enhancement of forward leptons. As central lepton accep-
tance at the Tevatron extends only to |η| < 1.1, this can
lead to marked acceptance differences between BSM and
SM tops, as well as differences between the BSM models
themselves. In particular, acceptances need to be under-
stood separately for t-channel right-handed models and
s-channel axially-coupled models (see also [10]).

While the correlation between the lepton asymme-
tries A!

FB , A∆!
FB and the top forward-backward asym-

metry At
FB is less direct than a direct measurement of

the top polarization through the top rest frame variable
of Eq. (2), the lepton asymmetry does not require re-
construction of rest frames and can therefore provide a
cleaner probe of the system. Moreover, as the lepton
is not colored, a measurement of the lepton asymmetry
allows for easier comparison to predictions from NLO
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FIG. 1: Distributions of the rapidity difference ytop − y!
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dashed) and unpolarized (black, solid) tops, for fixed
top kinematics as determined by the top boost βt and

CM frame production angle cos θt.

QCD4. In the absence of any polarization, a given top
asymmetry At

FB will produce a mildly reduced A!
FB .

Left-handed tops, however, will yield a much reduced
A!

FB , while for right-handed tops the leptonic asymmetry
is comparable to or greater than the parent top asymme-
try. If the tops are sufficiently forward that finite lepton
acceptance becomes relevant (as we will see for the W ′

model) then this conclusion will not hold.
In the following subsections we consider semileptonic

and dileptonic tops at the Tevatron in more detail, focus-
ing on lepton charge asymmetries. All results are simu-
lated using the full 2 → 6 matrix elements of tt̄ produc-
tion as computed in Madgraph [17].

A. Semileptonic Tops

For semileptonic tops, we impose selection cuts after
[2], requiring: a charged lepton with |η| < 1.0 and pT ! >
20 GeV; at least four jets with pTj > 40 GeV and |η| <
2.0; and missing energy E/T > 20 GeV. Further, at least
one jet must be b-tagged, which means the tagged jet
must be central, |ηb| < 1.0. After these cuts, non-top
background is less than O(20%) of remaining events; we
neglect it here. In what follows we will present results
with statistical errors derived from the published number
of events measured at CDF.
In Table II, we compare the leptonic charge asymme-

try to the parent top asymmetry in our reference models.
The contribution to the asymmetries from LO SM tt̄ is

4 Thanks to K. Melnikov for emphasizing this point.
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is not colored, a measurement of the lepton asymmetry
allows for easier comparison to predictions from NLO
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FB , while for right-handed tops the leptonic asymmetry
is comparable to or greater than the parent top asymme-
try. If the tops are sufficiently forward that finite lepton
acceptance becomes relevant (i.e., if the top is sufficiently
forward then events which would contribute to the asym-
metry will not pass selection cuts - we will see this for
the W ′ model) then this conclusion will not hold.
In the following subsections we consider semileptonic

and dileptonic tops at the Tevatron in more detail, focus-
ing on lepton charge asymmetries. All results are simu-
lated using the full 2 → 6 matrix elements of tt̄ produc-
tion as computed in Madgraph [18].

A. Semileptonic Tops

For semileptonic tops, we impose selection cuts after
[2], requiring: a charged lepton with |η| < 1.0 and pT ! >
20 GeV; at least four jets with pTj > 40 GeV and |η| <
2.0; and missing energy E/T > 20 GeV. Further, at least
one jet must be b-tagged, which means the tagged jet

4 Thanks to K. Melnikov for emphasizing this point.
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TABLE III. New physics contributions to the dileptonic asym-
metry. Results are shown for reference models after imposing
CDF dileptonic acceptance cuts as in [5]. Statistical signifi-
cances are based on the number of signal events observed in
[5].

mass asymmetry stat.
range (5.1 fb−1) sig.

GA sel. cuts 8 % 1.2
mtt̄ > 450 GeV 14 % 1.4

GL sel. cuts -4 % 0.5
mtt̄ > 450 GeV 1 % 0

GR sel. cuts 15 % 2.4
mtt̄ > 450 GeV 20 % 2.1

W ′ sel. cuts 15 % 2.3
mtt̄ > 450 GeV 24 % 2.6

(see Table I) and (2) the dileptonic charge asymmetry
of Eq. (4). In Table III, we show the dileptonic charge
asymmetry in our reference models, and quote statisti-
cal significances based on the number of events observed
in 5.1 fb−1. While the smaller branching ratios into the
dileptonic channel limit the statistical reach compared to
the semileptonic channel, with the full data set a leptonic
asymmetry can be established at more than 3σ for the
right-handed models, GR and W ′. Other dileptonic vari-
ables, such as those we will consider for the LHC in the
next section, are less sensitive at the Tevatron.

III. LHC STUDIES

We now turn our attention to the LHC to see what light
it can shed upon any new physics effects contributing to
the top asymmetry measured at the Tevatron.

At first sight, measuring a charge asymmetry might
seem impossible: the LHC, unlike the Tevatron, collides
identical particles (i.e. pp instead of pp̄) and it is un-
clear how an asymmetry might be observed in this setup.
However, while the initial state particles are symmetric
at the LHC, the quark and anti-quark parton distribu-
tions within them are not, with valence quarks dominat-
ing over sea quarks at high x. Thus, if the tt̄ system is
left-moving then it is more likely to come from a left-
moving quark and a right-moving anti-quark than the
other way around, and vice-versa [4, 8, 11].

We will make use of this correlation between the boost
of the tt̄ system and the partonic forward direction and
adapt the observables defined in the previous section to
a pp collider. We will first show that, if the Tevatron
excess is due to contribution from new physics, it can be
confirmed at least at 3σ level with the first 5 fb−1 of LHC
data. At the same time, purely leptonic observables with
only minimal dependence on event reconstruction are ef-
fective in probing the new physics. We will also find that
measurements of the top quark polarization and tt̄ spin
correlations can serve as powerful tools to distinguish dif-

TABLE IV. The cross section, in pb, for leptonically decaying
di-top events at a 7 TeV LHC.

GA GL GR W ′ SM
Selection cuts 1.3 1.4 1.4 2.1 1.3
mtt̄ > 450 GeV 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.6
|y(t) + y(t̄)| > 2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2

TABLE V. The top forward-backward asymmetry (Att̄) at a 7
TeV LHC, and in parenthesis the 1σ statistical uncertainties,
(i.e. 1/

√
N) assuming 5 fb−1 of data.

GA(%) GL(%) GR(%) W ′(%) SM(%)
Selection cuts 3 2 4 14 1 (±1.2)
mtt̄ > 450 GeV 5 3 6 20 0 (±1.7)
|y(t) + y(t̄)| > 2 8 5 12 36 1 (±3.2)

ferent new physics scenarios.
We first describe the details of our simulation and our

choices of selection cuts. As in the previous section,
parton-level samples are again generated using the full
2 → 6 processes in Madgraph [18]. However, here we will
present results more sensitive to top reconstruction and
thus a more accurate simulation is warranted. Therefore,
we further shower the parton-level events in Pythia [19],
cluster the visible particles into 0.1×0.1 calorimeter cells
between −5 < η < 5, and form R = 0.7 anti-kT [20] jets
using Fastjet [21]6. The jets and leptons in our recon-
structed events are then passed through a realistic top
reconstruction algorithm (see App. A) which is used to
calculate our observables.
To select dileptonic tops, we employ a set of selection

cuts adapted from Ref. [22]. These cuts require two hard
(pT ! > 20 GeV), central leptons (|y!| < 2.5) with an in-
variant mass outside the Z window (76 GeV < m!+!− <
106 GeV), two hard, central jets (pTj > 30 GeV, |yj | <
2.5), and missing energy (E/T > 25 GeV). These cuts re-
duce the backgrounds to di-top production to theO(20%)
level, and so in what follows we will ignore them.
To further isolate the effects of new physics we place a

cut on the reconstructed tt̄ invariant mass

mtt̄ > 450 GeV. (5)

At large mtt̄, the behavior of the observables considered
later in this section depends further on the details of
the underlying new physics model. For example, the
axigluon- like models typically have a broad resonance
centered between 1 − 2 TeV, and the resulting observ-
ables in the regime of mtt̄ > 1 TeV are sensitive to the

6 For comparison, parton level results are tabulated in Ap-
pendix C.
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Top partner reach, 14 TeV, 100 fb-1
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Figure 9: Contours of statistical significance for a fermionic top partner with 100 fb−1 of luminosity
in the mT − mA plane, the left-handed panel with the cuts described in this section; the right-hand
panel with an additional cut on transverse mass MT (W ) > 220 GeV.

observability for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, with 10σ, 5σ, and 1σ contours shown.

In the left-hand panel we implement the cuts described in this section, while in the right-

hand panel we include an additional cut on the W transverse mass MT (W ) > 220 GeV. This

additional cut does not enhance the signal significance (S/
√

B) appreciably due to correlations

with other cuts, in particular mr
t . It does however improve the signal to background ratio

(S/B), and hence helps control systematic effects. We also note that the reach here is similar

to that obtained in the fully hadronic mode [18]. It is straightforward to extend our results

to the case of the scalar top partner decaying to tA0 (e.g. t̃R → tχ0 in SUSY). As in the case

of the fermionic top partner, the crucial parameter controlling much of the kinematics is the

mass splitting ∆MTA=m
t̃
− mχ0 . Given the same mass splitting, we expect the kinematics

will be quite similar to the case of fermionic T . 2 Therefore, we should expect any difference

in reach to be mostly due to the lower production cross section for the scalar top partner.

The reach, with and without a transverse mass cut, is shown in Fig. 10.

3. Remarks on Distinguishing a Scalar Top Partner from a Fermion

As argued above, the hadron collider signatures of a fermionic top partner are expected to be

very similar to those of scalar, making it challenging to directly measure the spin of the top

partner at the LHC. We discuss several approaches to tackling this problem in this section.

2There are some subtle differences [18], which we will comment on in Sec. 3. We do not expect such

differences to affect the discovery reach significantly.
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Polarization: LHC

Tao Liu (UC@Santa Barbara)          Top Forward-Backward Asymmetry at the Tevatron and the LHC

!  The GR and W’ models can be distinguished from the SM at a 

C.L. > 3 sigma in the helicity basis 

!  The left- chiral, right-chiral models and the SM can be 

distinguished from each other at a C.L. > 2 sigma in the beam 

basis 20

Net Top Polarization at the 7 TeV LHC 

!  Select helicity basis as the polarization axis

!  Select beam basis as the polarization axis

Wednesday, September 28, 2011

Tao Liu (UC@Santa Barbara)          Top Forward-Backward Asymmetry at the Tevatron and the LHC

!  Measured by the angular distribution of its decay products 

!  Charged leptons - most sensitive to top’s polarization: k = 1, Pn = 1 for right-

chiral top and -1 for left-chiral top 

!  Convenient because charged leptons are easy to identify and measure

!  Net top polarization

18

Direct Measurement of  Top Polarization 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011

See our paper for more details
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Top as testing ground. 

- Top is heavy, gives new physics-like signals.
With high multiplicity final state. 

With jets, lepton and MET. 

- Headache for new physics discovery. 
Important to understand it very well. 

- Good testing ground for many kinematical 
variables, reconstruction techniques. 

MT2  and its descendants  
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A recent example

- Such variables are crucial in discovery and 
reconstruction of NP. 

- They can be affected by additional radiation, etc. 
More tests. 

FIGURE 1. (a) Unit-normalized distribution of the five N = 1 mass-bound variables MF , F ∈ {1,1","1,1◦,◦1} for the
inclusive Higgs production process h →W+W− → !+!− + /pT at a 7 TeV LHC, with mh = 200 GeV and /M = 0. The dotted

(yellow-shaded) histogram gives the true
√
ŝ distribution, which in this case is given by the Breit-Wigner h resonance. (b) The

unprojectedM2 and the singly projected variablesM2",M"2,M◦2 and M2◦ for N = 2 and tt̄ example.

the information about the relative longitudinal momenta is retained, and the result is the same as if everything was

done in (1+3) dimensions throughout. As a result,MN" automatically inherits all the advantages and disadvantages of
its (1+3) cousinMN . These basic variables ( “unprojected”MN and the “singly projected”MNT andMTN variables) are

shown in Fig. 1 for some examples. This basic set of variables can be further extended, by considering a second level

of projections within the transverse plane [1, 4].

The guiding principle we employ for creating useful hadron-collider event variables, is that: we should place the

best possible bounds on any Lorentz invariants of interest, where it is not possible to determine the actual values of

those Lorentz invariants due to incomplete event information. Such incomplete information could take the form of

lack of knowledge of the longitudinal momentum of the primary collision, or lack of knowledge of the 4-momenta of

individual invisible particles, or lack of knowledge of the number of invisible particles which were present, etc. We

contrast this principle with the alternative approach that is used to motivate event variables without any explicit regard

to whether they have an interpretation as an optimal bound of a Lorentz invariant. This alternative approach tends

to recommend the use of variables that are somewhat ad-hoc, but by construction possess useful invariances (such

as invariance under longitudinal boosts) which are designed to remove sensitivity to quantities that are unknown.

Examples are /"pT , hT and meff. A careful study of similarities and differences of these mass-bound variables not only
gives insights into why (and under what circumstances) these choices are appropriate, it also fits them into a common

framework – from which it is straightforward to make generalizations to more complex decay topologies. Well known

kinematic variables such asMT2 [1, 5, 6, 7] and
√
smin [3, 8] are a special case of the mass-bound variables.
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Superstructure

• Using more global information. 

• Applications to other channels as well. 

• Not very well modeled by MC, exp. test crucial. 
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Seeing in Color: Jet Superstructure

Jason Gallicchio and Matthew D. Schwartz
Department of Physics, Harvard University,Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, USA

A new class of observables is introduced which aims to characterize the superstructure of an
event, that is, features, such as color flow, which are not determined by the jet four-momenta alone.
Traditionally, an event is described as having jets which are independent objects; each jet has some
energy, size, and possible substructure such as subjets or heavy flavor content. This description
discards information connecting the jets to each other, which can be used to determine if the jets
came from decay of a color-singlet object, or if they were initiated by quarks or gluons. An example
superstructure variable, pull, is presented as a simple handle on color flow. It can be used on an
event-by-event basis as a tool for distinguishing previously irreducible backgrounds at the Tevatron
and the LHC.

Hadron colliders, such as the LHC at CERN, are
fabulous at producing quarks and gluons. At energies
well above the confinement scale of QCD, these colored
objects are produced in abundance, only hadronizing
into color-neutral objects when they are sufficiently far
apart. The observed final-state hadrons collimate into
jets which, at a first approximation, are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with hard-partons from the short-distance
interaction. In fact, this description is so useful that
it is usually possible to treat jets as if they are quarks
or gluons. Conversely, in a first-pass phenomenological
study, it is possible simply to simulate the production
of quarks and gluons, assuming they can be accurately
reconstructed experimentally from observed jets.
In certain situations, the jet four-momenta alone do

not adequately characterize the underlying hard process.
For example, when an unstable particle with large trans-
verse momentum decays hadronically, the final state may
contain a number of nearly collinear jets. These jets may
then be merged by the jet-finder. Or, due to contami-
nation from the underlying event, the energy of the re-
constructed jet may not optimally represent the energy
of the hard parton, thereby obscuring the short-distance
event topology. Over the last few years, a number of im-
proved jet algorithms and filtering techniques have been
developed to improve the reconstruction of hard scatter-
ing kinematics [1–4], with experimentally endorsed suc-
cesses including reviving a Higgs to bb̄ discovery channel
at the LHC [1] (implemented by ATLAS [5]) and making
top-tagging as reliable as b-tagging [2] (implemented by
CMS [6]). Nevertheless, there is still a horde of informa-
tion in the events which these substructure techniques
ignore. Jets have color, and are color-connected to each
other, providing the event with an observable and char-
acterizable superstructure.
The term color-connected comes from a graphical pic-

ture of the way SU(3) group indices are contracted in
QCD amplitudes. To be concrete, consider the produc-
tion of a Higgs boson at the LHC with the Higgs decaying
to bottom quarks. The hard process is qq̄ → H → bb̄.
Since the Higgs is a color singlet, the color factor in the
leading order matrix element for this production has the

FIG. 1: Possible color connections for signal (pp → H → bb̄)
and for background (pp → g → bb̄).

form Tr[TATB]Tr[TCTD], where TA are generators of
the fundamental representation of SU(3), A and B index
the initial state quarks and C and D index the final-state
b’s. Since Tr[TCTD] ∝ δCD, the color of C must be the
same as D, which can be represented graphically as a
line connecting quark C to quark D. This color string
or dipole is shown in Figure 1. An example background
process is qq̄ → g → bb̄. Here, there are two possibili-
ties for the color connections: Tr[TATC ]Tr[TBTD] and
Tr[TATD]Tr[TBTC ], both of which connect one incoming
quark to one outgoing quark, as shown also in Figure 1.
The color string picture treats gluons as bifundamentals,
which is correct in the limit of a large the number of col-
ors, NC → ∞. Subleading corrections are included in
simulations through color-reconnections, which amount
to a 1/N2

C ∼ 10% effect.

Since color flow is physical, it may be possible to ex-
tract the color connections of an event. Such informa-
tion would be complimentary to the information in the
jets’ four-momenta and therefore may help temper oth-
erwise irreducible backgrounds. For example, one ap-
plication would be in cascade decays from new physics
models. In supersymmetry, one often has a large number
of jets, originating from on-shell decays like q̃ → qχ or
from color-singlet gauge boson or gaugino decays. One of
the main difficulties in extracting the underlying physics
from these decays is the combinatorics: which jets come
from which decay? Mapping the superstructure color
connections of the events could then greatly enhance our
ability to decipher the short-distance physics.

pp->H->bb pp->g->bb

Gallicchio, Schwartz, 1001.5027
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W→ jets in ttbar

- part of ttbar events
Good (statistics) sample of singlet→dijet.  

- Sensitive to higher level of pile-up. 

6

TABLE II: The one standard deviation (σ) variation of fSinglet
from main systematic uncertainties. The total systematic un-
certainty includes all uncertainties, summed in quadrature.

Source +1σ −1σ

Singlet/octet MC shapes 0.188 −0.188

Jet pull reconstruction 0.100 −0.093

Jet energy resolution 0.033 −0.013

Vertex confirmation 0.028 −0.029

pythia tunes 0.023 −0.025

Jet energy scale 0.024 −0.009

Jet reconstruction and identification 0.017 −0.017

tt̄ modeling 0.014 −0.033

Event statistics for matrix method 0.009 −0.010

Other Monte Carlo statistics 0.009 −0.007

Multijet background 0.006 −0.007

Total systematic 0.222 −0.218

Table II lists the contribution of each non-negligible
source of systematic uncertainty on fSinglet. For all but
the theoretical cross sections, MC statistics, and normal-
ization of theW+heavy flavor jets background uncertain-
ties, we apply the systematic uncertainties just to the tt
signal sample and ignore the effect on background, as the
purity of the tt sample is high. To estimate the possible
systematic shift of the θpullrel distribution due to the differ-
ent energy scale and noise of the calorimeter cells between
data and MC as a function of ηd, we apply ±50% of the
jet pull η correction and take the resulting difference in
shape as the systematic uncertainty for jet pull recon-
struction. This covers the differences in the average θpull

when comparing data and MC control samples. We also
study systematic uncertainties as in [6], the main ones
being from the jet energy scale, jet energy resolution,
b-tagging efficiency, and lepton misidentification. Addi-
tional systematic uncertainties on θpullrel are assessed to
account for possible differences between MC and data re-
lated to the modeling of underlying event, hadronization,
and jet showering. To estimate the variation due to these
possible mis-modelings, we compare θpullrel distributions in
events simulated with pythia to those with alpgen [13]
or mc@nlo [14], and showering with herwig [15]. We
also do the comparisons for various pythia parameters
for underlying event and color-reconnection [16], such as
tunes APro and NOCR [17]. When deriving fSinglet from
the fit, we use the maximal variation obtained with the
different θpullrel distributions as an estimate of the system-
atic uncertainty.

Since the results are statistically limited and the anal-
ysis does not as yet provide sufficient sensitivity for
a definitive observation of color-flow, we set limits on
fSinglet using the likelihood ratio ordering scheme of Feld-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The discriminating color-flow variable,
the minimum θpullrel for the w-pair jets, for events passing the
MW requirement, with ∆R < 2, and ηd < 1.0 for both jets.
The tt̄ MC shape is obtained using the measured value of
fSinglet.

man and Cousins [18]. We follow the same approach used
for the simultaneous extraction of the ratio of branch-
ing fractions and the tt̄ cross section [19] and generate
ensembles of pseudo-experiments for different values of
fSinglet between 0 and 1, with the tt̄ cross section fixed to
the measured value. We then vary the systematic uncer-
tainties using Gaussian distributions and perform the fit
as for the measurement on data. Statistical uncertainties
are incorporated by smearing the measured value for each
pseudo-experiment with the uncertainty determined in
data. We use the nuisance parameters method where the
expectation is fit to the data, for a variation of the initial
prediction within the systematic uncertainties, allowing
also the central result to change [6]. Other methods give
compatible results.

We measure fSinglet = 0.56 ± 0.42 [±0.36(stat) ±
0.22(syst)] and σtt̄ = 8.50+0.87

−0.76 pb, consistent with our
dedicated cross section measurement [6]. Figure 4 shows
the distribution for one of the regions of the discriminat-
ing color-flow variable, using the measured tt̄ cross sec-
tion and measured fSinglet. The expected 99% C.L. and
95% C.L. limits are fSinglet > 0.011 and fSinglet > 0.277
respectively, corresponding to an expected sensitivity to
exclude fSinglet = 0 of about three standard deviations,
based on pseudo-experiments. The 68% C.L. allowed re-
gion from data is 0.179 < fSinglet < 0.879. Figure 5 shows
the expected 68%, 95%, and 99% C.L. bands for fSinglet.

In summary, we have presented the first study of color
flow in tt̄ events, with the method of jet pull, using
5.3 fb−1 of D0 integrated luminosity. The standard
model MC predictions are found to be in good agree-
ment with data, for both the jets from the hadroni-
cally decaying W boson, which should be in a color-
singlet configuration, and the b-tagged jets from the
top quark decays, which should be in a color-octet con-
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Examples. 

- F-term breaking, with R-symmetry preserved.  

r: additional R-symm breaking spurion

- Similar story for D-term breaking.
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